HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2021

- Wage Theft Recovery for 50+ workers: $2 million
- Jobs dispatched: 4,959+ with an average salary of $29.05
- Pop-up vaccination clinics: 10
- Vaccines: 400
- Meetings with council members & representatives: 12
- In-person English classes attended by 80 members with total attendance: 805
- Virtual worker rights + health webinars with a weekly average view: 800+
- Members in ‘Women Without Borders’ Leadership Group: 80+
- Day laborer outreach at home improvement stores: 69+ visits

2020 EXPENSES

- $2,556,061
- Development: 13%
- Admin: 16%
- Programs: 71%

From a donor...

"Thank you for the amazing work you do for the Latinx community in Seattle."

- Victoria